


1. What special is special in teaching AE? 
2. How can the AE instructor’s competency be 

defined?  
3. Why does the EL teacher need special 

training? 
4. What is going to be involved in the process? 
5. What approaches should be applied to the 

course design? 
6. How training quality could be evaluated? 



Linguistic Discursive-
Interactional 

Subject 
matter 

Assessment 
Teaching 



Co-existence of two languages – technical, 
plain 
Technical language – phraseology [restricted, 
standardized, mandatory, action linked, 
alphanumeric, dominated, different from plain 
English] 
Plain English – in aviation context 
[compensatory, situation linked, level 
prescribed]   



Non-visual 
Code switching 
Cooperative [conversational genre] 
Economical 
Routine and non-routine 
Culturally different 
Ritual  
Explicit  



Highly regulated industry [documentation] 
Aviation equipment [electronics, avionics, 
system engineering, etc.] 
Flight operation [procedures] 
Air traffic control [procedures] 
Aircraft/Tower [specific equipment] 
Civil Aviation safety [key priority] 



Regulated area 
High stake language test 
Prescribed criteria 
Recommended procedures 
Phraseology assessment 
Plain English assessment 



Two target skills 
Special focus on pronunciation 
Communicative approach (CLT) 
Learner-centered approach 
Content-based syllabus 
Job place simulation 
Teaching/learning objectives documented 



!  Aviation English instructor’s competency is 
special knowledge and ability to use the 
knowledge in teaching aviation specialists to 
contribute to flight safety by minimizing 
language radiotelephony communication 
failures. 

!  This understanding of the competency 
identifies a rationale for the AE instructors’ 
training. 



Key competences of 
English teachers - 
University  degree holders 
as a useful resource 

Necessities and lacks as 
training needs of Aviation 
English instructors 

Linguistic knowledge of English 
for general/academic purposes 
English language proficiency at 
Level C1 
Skills of teaching General/
Academic English  
Awareness in cross-cultural 
communication 
Awareness in syllabus design 
Basic skills of materials 
development 

Aviation phraseology 
Plain English in aviation context 
RT procedures 
RT communication functions 
Job related settings 
Language proficiency 
requirements in civil aviation 
EAP (communicative, learner-
centered) teaching skills 
EAP course design and Aviation 
English materials development 



!  5 sections suggested to comprise AE 
instructor’s competency: 

1. aviation language competence 
2. RT communication competence 
3. technological competence 
4. assessment competence 
5. ESP teaching competence 



1.   aviation language competence: knowledge of R/T 
phraseology and plain English in aviation context and its 
ratio in authentic R/T communication; etc. 

2.   communicative competence: knowledge and ability to 
interact in cooperative and culturally sensitive manner for 
purposes of flight safety; etc. 

3.   technological competence: knowledge of aircraft 
operation and air traffic control, role of language related 
human factor and documents regulating language 
requirements; etc. 

4.   assessment competence: knowledge of ICAO language 
proficiency requirements and ICAO test format; 
awareness in high stake language testing; etc. 

5.   ESP teaching competence: knowledge and skills how to 
teach job (aviation) related language skills in compliance 
with ICAO recommendations.  



!  Content-based [syllabus design]  
!  Learner-centered [EL teachers’ resources, 

lacks and training needs] 
!  Communicative Language Teaching 

[cooperative principle of RTC; real world RTC 
procedures/situations simulation; reflecting 
on language RTC failures [linguistic and 
discursive-interactional] 






